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1. Josephson ladders: crossing over the border
between 1D transmission lines and 2D arrays

2. Recalling underdamped parallel 1D arrays

3. Electromagnetic in ladders

- experiment: IV curves in magnetic field
- resonances, dispersion relation
- dependence on the ladder anisotropy
- propagation of fluxons

4. Observation of in ladders

- discrete breathers in nonlinear lattices
- our tool: low temperature laser microscope
- excitation of roto-breathers
- annular ladders
- open-boundary ladders
- symmetry of the observed states

5. Metastable localized states in larger systems:
meandered row switching in 2D arrays
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localized excitations
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Summary of Pt.1:

Wave propagation in ladders

1. Linear electromagnetic waves lead to
that are observed on IV curves

2. These resonances are well explained
by the

3. : ladder vs 1D array
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. Fluxon motion: locking to
in both junctions

5. Ballistic fluxon propagation: strongly influenced
by the anisotropy parameter �
� ��

resonances

dispersion relation (multiple branches)

Static properties

Josephson plasmons
vertical and horizontal



Summary of Pt.2

Localized excitations in ladders

1. Discrete are directly
in Josephson ladders

2. Diversity of states is observed

3. Breather states are also found to occur
(with no local force)

4. Both the top-bottom and
states are found

5. Stability range damping,
discreteness, and anisotropy;
plasmon scattering on breathers

6. This is the first direct observation of

vs.

rotobreathers
visualized

multi-site

spontaneously

symmetric
anti-symmetric

discrete breathers in a nonlinear lattice
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Cavity resonances in Josephson ladders
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Electromagnetic waves which propagate along a Josephson junction ladder are shown to manifest them-
selves by resonant steps in the current-voltage characteristics. We report on experimental observation of
resonances in ladders of different geometries. The step voltages are mapped on the wave dispersion relation
which we derive analytically for the general case of a ladder of arbitrary anisotropy. Using the developed
model, current amplitudes of the resonances are also calculated and their dependence on magnetic field is
found to be in good accord with experiment.@S0163-1829~99!06121-4#

Josephson junction ladders have given rise to a great deal
of interest in the past few years.1–7 These quasi-one-
dimensional~1D! structures are more complex than already
well-understood 1D parallel Josephson junction arrays or
long Josephson junctions. In contrast to the latter systems, a
ladder contains small Josephson junctions in the direction
transverse to the bias current~Fig. 1!. The ladder can be
viewed as the elementary row of a two-dimensional Joseph-
son junction array which, in general, shows very complex
dynamics. Thus, better understanding of electromagnetic
properties of ladders may lead to new insight into the dy-
namics of underdamped 2D Josephson junction arrays.

For experimentally relevant modeling of Josephson lad-
ders it is important to take into account magnetic field
screening effects which are related to the finite inductances
of elementary cells. Using the simplest model with only self-
inductances taken into account, both static2,3,6,7and some of
the dynamic4–6 properties of ladders have been recently in-
vestigated. However, one of the basic characteristics of these
systems such as the dispersion relation for small-amplitude
waves remained unstudied until now. As in the case of long
junctions and 1D parallel arrays, cavity resonances in under-
damped ladders can be important as experimentally measur-
able ‘‘fingerprints’’ of their electrodynamic properties.

In this paper we report on the observation of cavity reso-
nances in Josephson junction ladders with different anisot-
ropy. We also derive the dispersion relation for linear waves
in ladders which allows us to consistently explain the mea-
surements and also interpret previously published data by
other authors.

The measured ladders consist of Nb/Al-AlOx /Nb under-
damped Josephson tunnel junctions. We investigated both
the annular geometry and the linear geometry ladders,
sketched in Fig. 1. Each cell of a ladder contains four small
junctions. The bias currentI ext is injected uniformly at every
node via the external resistors. Here, we callvertical (JJV)
the junctions placed in the direction of the external bias cur-

rent, andhorizontal (JJH) the junctions transverse to the
bias. The ladder voltage is read across the vertical junctions.

We have measured current-voltage (I -V) characteristics
of annular ladders with two different values of the ratio of
the JJH’s areaSH to JJV’s areaSV . This ratio is referred in
the following as anisotropy factorh5I cH /I cV , defined in
terms of the junction critical currents. Our annular ladders
have either h50.5 (SH516 mm2, SV532 mm2) or h
51 (SH5SV516 mm2). The number of cells isN512, the
cell size A5135 mm2. The studied linear ladders haveh
51 (SH5SV516 mm2), N515, and A5140 mm2. The
discreteness of the ladder is expressed in terms of the param-
eterbL52pI cVL/F0 , whereL is the self-inductance of the
elementary cell of the ladder,I cV is the critical current of the
single vertical junction, andF0 is the magnetic flux quan-
tum. The cell inductance can be roughly estimated asL

FIG. 1. Sketches of 1D Josephson junction ladders:~a! linear
geometry;~b! annular geometry (N510).
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51.25m0AA, wherem0 is the magnetic permeability. AtT
54.2 K, the values ofb are between 0.1 and 0.2, depending
on the vertical junction critical current. The damping of the
ladder is given in terms of the junction McCumber param-
eter, defined asbc52pI cV,HR2

V,HCV,H /F0 . Here RV,H is
the subgap resistance;CV,H is the junction capacitance, cal-
culated from the Fiske modes in a long junction on the same
chip (C/S53.4 mF/cm2). At T54.2 K, typical values of
bc for annular ladders are around 200. The applied fieldHext
is transverse to the cells plane and is expressed in terms of
the frustrationf, defined as the magnetic flux threading the
cell normalized toF0 .

In the presence of frustration, theI -V curves of the lad-
ders show steps with resonant behavior. These steps occur at
fixed voltage positions and are split in two voltage domains
denoted byV1 and V2 ~upper and lower voltage reso-
nances!. Figure 2 shows an enlargement of theI -V curves of
the anisotropic annular ladder in the voltage region where the
upper resonancesV1 appear. The curves were recorded at
different values of frustration forT54.2 K. At this tempera-
ture, in both the anisotropic and isotropic annular ladders,
only four resonancesV1 are present in the region of frustra-
tion 0< f <0.5. A slight increase of the temperature leads to
the appearance of the fifth resonance, at aboutf 50.4. Each
step is located at a given voltage position and shows a reso-
nant dependence of its magnitude onf ~see the inset of Fig.
2!. In contrast to 1D parallel arrays~no horizontal junctions,
h5`), in ladders the reduction of the Josephson critical
current due to frustration is rather small,2 even in the case of
low b. As a consequence of this, at anyf the critical current
of a ladder is always larger than the amplitude of the reso-
nances, and the ladder switches from the zero voltage state
directly to the gap voltage state. The only way to bias the
ladder on one of the resonances is to follow the backward
hysteretic branch of theI -V curve to the bottom part of the
resonance. The voltage spacing between the higher steps is
slightly reduced. Inversely, the current amplitude of the reso-
nances increases with voltage, and the resonance atf 50.5
has the maximum height.

In both annular and linear ladders the voltage of the reso-

nances is field dependent and approaches its maximum atf
50.5. We show these dependencies for isotropic and aniso-
tropic annular ladders in Fig. 3 and for a linear ladder in Fig.
4. All curves are found to be nearly symmetric with respect
to f 50.5. Thus, for the isotropic case we show data only up
to f 50.5.

In Fig. 4 the two resonancesV1 and V2 for the linear
ladder are compared with the resonant step in a linear 1D
parallel array. The 1D array has the same number of cells
and cell and junction areas as the ladder. A small difference
in their critical currents givesb50.12 for the ladder, and
b50.17 for the array. The responses of the ladder and 1D
array to the frustration are very different. In the 1D array,
there is only one resonance (VPA), and the voltage of this
resonance follows the well known sin-like dependence onf.
Above a critical value of frustration (f '0.1) the resonance
appears, by increasingf it moves to higher voltages, and at
f 50.5 it saturates at the valueVPA5135 mV. The ladders,
instead, have two branchesV2 andV1 , which are confined
in two different voltage regions. BothV2 andV1 have the
samef periodicity asVPA . In contrast to the annular case, in

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of an annular Josephson
ladder with anisotropyh50.5 for different values of frustrationf.
TemperatureT54.2 K. Inset: MeasuredV1 vs f at the same tem-
perature; the horizontal branches indicate the step stability range.

FIG. 3. Experimental~circles! and theoretical~solid lines! de-
pendencies of the resonance voltagesV1 on the frustrationf for two
annular Josephson ladders. Results are shown for isotropic~open
circles! and anisotropic~solid circles! ladders. TemperatureT
'5.7 K. To fit the experimental data by Eq.~3!, we have used the
parametersh51 with b50.16 andh50.5 with b50.3.

FIG. 4. Experimental~circles! and theoretical~lines! dependen-
cies of the voltage position of two resonancesV6( f ) on the frus-
tration for the linear isotropic ladder. The dependence of the reso-
nance voltage position on the frustration for the parallel array
(h5`) is also shown~solid circles!.
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the linear laddersV2 andV1 were found to be continuously
tuned by field in the ranges 0<V2<25 mV and 135<V1

<165 mV, respectively.
In the following, we present a theory ofI -V resonances

for a Josephson junction ladder. The theory allows us to
predict the voltages and the current magnitudes of reso-
nances observed in experiment.

We use the time-dependent Josephson phases of vertical
wn and horizontalcn1,2 junctions. The indices 1 and 2 refer
to the lower and upper branches of horizontal junctions, and
n is the index of the cell in the ladder. For the upper and
lower horizontal junctions we use the symmetry condition
that cn152cn25cn.2,5,8 According to the derivation done
in Refs. 2,8 for the isotropic case, we use the resistively
shunted model for Josephson junctions and the usual analysis
for superconductive loops with only self-inductances taken
into account to derive a set of normalized dynamical equa-
tions for the phaseswn andcn for the anisotropic case

ẅn1aẇn1sinwn

5
1

b
@2cn22cn211wn2122wn1wn11#1g ,

c̈n1aċn1sincn5
1

hb
@wn2wn1122cn#1

2p f

hb
,

n51, . . . ,N. ~1!

Here, the unit of time isvp
215A\CV /(2eIcV), the in-

verse of plasma frequency of the ladder. The parametera
51/Abc determines the damping in the ladder. We have
used the fact that the anisotropy in typical Josephson circuits
is realized by choosing different areas of horizontal and ver-
tical junctions. Thus, the conditionI cH /I cV5CH /CV
5RV /RH is assumed in Eq.~1!. Note that, in this case,vp
and a do not depend on anisotropy of the ladder. Finally,
g5I ext/I cV is the normalized bias current. In the finite volt-
age state we impose a whirling solution along the vertical
junctions and oscillations with a small amplitude for the
horizontal junctions.9 Moreover, the phase of vertical junc-
tions increases from cell to cell due to the presence of frus-
tration. In this case, we quite naturally decompose the Jo-
sephson phases as follows:

wn5vt12p f n1wei (vt12pqn),

cn5cei (vt12pqn), ~2!

wherev andq are the angular frequency and the wave num-
ber of the electromagnetic wave in the ladder. The time av-
erage Josephson current of vertical junctions is zero for this
kind of a solution. In the limit of small amplitudesw andc,
we obtain the spectrum of electromagnetic wave propagating
along the ladder. This spectrum consists of two branches
v6(q) and is given by~in the usual units!

v65vp
AF6AF22G, ~3!

where F5 1
2 11/(hb)1(2/b)sin2(pq), and G5 (4/

b)sin2(pq). This equation generalizes, for the case of the
arbitrary wave number, the dynamical checkerboard state

(q50.5) considered in Ref. 5. The presence of the horizontal
junctions leads to two branches in the spectrum of electro-
magnetic waves. Moreover, the maximum value ofv1 is
higher than that of 1D parallel array and the dependence
v1(q) is more flat.10

Note, that in the case of another particular ground state
(^wn&5^cn&50) instead of Eq.~2!, the spectrum~3! is sub-
stituted byv15vpA2F andv25vp . This dispersion rela-
tion is important, e.g., for understanding the radiation by
fluxon moving in the ladder.

As is well known, the electromagnetic waves interact with
the oscillating Josephson current and this effect leads to the
resonances on theI -V curve.11,12 More precisely, the reso-
nance conditions are

q05 f , V65
\v6~q0!

2e
. ~4!

The possibility to observe these resonances on theI -V
curve depends on their current amplitudes. In the same limit
of small amplitudes of the Josephson phasesw andc and by
making use of the method elaborated in Refs. 11,12, the
magnitudes of the resonances are given by

I s
65NIcV

1

a

6AF22G2F1G

AF6AF22GAF22G
. ~5!

The important result of this theory is that the amplitude of
the resonanceI s

1 is small in the limits of both small and large
b ~see Fig. 5!. Moreover, it has a maximum atf 50.5. In the
limit of very anisotropic ladder, whenh5`, the magnitude
of I s

2 of the resonanceV2 decreases as 1/h and only the
resonanceV1 can be observed. This is consistent with the
case of 1D parallel arrays.

Using the developed theory, we can explain all important
features of experimentally observed resonances on the
current-voltage characteristic of Josephson ladders. First, due
to the annular geometry only the electromagnetic waves with
quantized wave numbersqn5n/N can propagate in the lad-
der. Heren51, 2, . . . ,N is an integer. The resonances of

FIG. 5. Dependence of the maximum magnitudeI s
1 of the reso-

nanceV1 on the self-inductance parameterb and frustrationf for
the isotropic ladder.
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sufficiently large magnitude are observed on theI -V curve
when the value of frustration matches these wave numbers
@see Eq.~4!#.

The experimentally observed dependence of the voltage
V1 on the frustrationf, shown in Fig. 3, is well described by
Eq. ~3! for both isotropic and anisotropic annular ladders.
We obtain a good quantitative agreement between theory and
experiment using the plasma frequencyf 5vp/2p
514 GHz ~independent measurements give the value of
vp'16 GHz) and the self-inductance parametersb50.16
and 0.3, correspondingly, for isotropic and anisotropic cases.
We also observe that the current magnitude of the resonances
monotonically decreases when the frustrationf deviates from
the value 0.5~see Fig. 2!. It qualitatively agrees with the Eq.
~5! for the maximum magnitude of the resonance.

In the case of annular ladder withN512 cells, we may
expect to observe six resonances in the region of 0< f <0.5.
In fact, we have observed only four stable resonances corre-
sponding to the values ofn52, 3, 4, 6~see Fig. 2!. The reso-
nance corresponding to the value of frustrationf 51/12 is,
apparently, not stable due to its small current magnitude as
described by Eq.~5!. Another resonance corresponding to
the frustration f 55/12 is not stable atT54.2 K, but we
observed it at slightly higher temperature. The poor stability
of this resonance can be due to its small distance from the
neighboring resonance atf '1/2.

Similar results have been obtained for Josephson junction
ladder of linear geometry. We have observed two resonances

V1 and V2 in the upper and lower voltage regions. How-
ever, in this case, most probably due to a relatively low value
of the subgap resistance~larger a) we have found that the
dependence of their voltages on frustration is continuous
~Fig. 4!. Again, the resonanceV1 disappears in the limit of
small frustration due to its small amplitude according to Eq.
~5!.

Finally, we have observed that the dependenceV2( f ) de-
viates from the theory@Eqs. ~3! and ~4!# in the region of
frustration f <0.3. This can be connected with the particular
assumption on the state of the horizontal junctions. Our
analysis has been carried out for the most simple state
(^cn&50), but in general one might consider the case when
the phases of the horizontal junctions undergo small ampli-
tude oscillations around a finite angle. In this case, the reso-
nance condition on the wave numberq is not simplyq05 f ,
but a more complicated relationship can appear~see Ref. 9!.
The theoretical and experimental study of the properties of
such general state, i.e., of the current-voltage characteristics
of Josephson ladder in the region of small voltage, is in
progress.

We thank H. Kohlstedt for providing us access to tech-
nological facilities for sample preparation at Forschungszen-
trum Jülich. P.C. and M.V.F. thank, respectively, the Euro-
pean Office of Aerospace Research and Development
~EOARD! and the Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung for
supporting this work.
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Broken Symmetry of Row Switching in 2D Josephson Junction Arrays

D. Abraimov, P. Caputo, G. Filatrella,* M. V. Fistul, G. Yu. Logvenov,† and A. V. Ustinov
Physikalisches Institut III, Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, D-91058 Erlangen, Germany

(Received 30 April 1999)

We present an experimental and theoretical study of row switching in two-dimensional Josephson
junction arrays. We have observed novel dynamic states with peculiar percolative patterns of the voltage
drop inside the arrays. These states were directly visualized using laser scanning microscopy and
manifested by fine branching in the current-voltage characteristics of the arrays. Numerical simulations
show that such percolative patterns have an intrinsic origin and occur independently of positional
disorder. We argue that the appearance of these dynamic states is due to the presence of various
metastable superconducting states in arrays.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 47.54.+r, 74.80.–g

Spatiotemporal pattern formation in a system of non-
linear oscillators is governed by mutual coupling. Exam-
ples of such patterns are domain walls and kinks in arrays
of coupled pendula, topological spin, and charge excita-
tions in large molecules and solids, and inhomogeneous
states in many other complex systems [1]. A single driven
and damped nonlinear oscillator displays two distinctly
different states, a static state and a whirling (dynamic)
state. Therefore, a system of coupled oscillators can show
various spatiotemporal patterns with concurrently present
static and dynamic states.

Arrays of Josephson junctions have attracted a lot of
interest because they serve as well-controlled laboratory
objects to study such fundamental problems as above
mentioned pattern formation, chaos, and phase locking.
In the systems of coupled Josephson junctions [2–8] the
two local states are the superconducting (static) state and
the resistive (dynamic) state. For underdamped junctions,
these states manifest themselves by various branches on
the current-voltage (I-V ) characteristics. The hysteretic
switching between branches has been found in stacks of
Josephson tunnel junctions [4], layered high temperature
superconductors [5], and two-dimensional (2D) Josephson
junction arrays [2,3,7,8].

In 2D arrays, this switching effect appears in the form
of row switching when a voltage drop in the array oc-
curs on individual rows of junctions perpendicular to
the direction of the bias current. A typical behavior
found in both experiments [7] and in numerical simu-
lations [3,9] is that the number of rows switched to a
resistive state and, even more important, their distribu-
tion inside the array can change during sweeping the
I-V curve. An analysis of such row switching has been
carried out recently [8] to predict the range of stabil-
ity of the various resistive states. However, until now
only relatively simple resistive states have been found.
These states correspond to a whirling state ofvertical
junctions (placed in the direction of the bias current) and
small oscillations of the Josephson phase difference of
horizontal junctions (transverse to the bias) around their
equilibrium state [8].

In this Letter, we report on the observation of new
dynamic states with peculiar percolative patterns of the
voltage drop insidehomogeneously biased arrays. We
have found broken symmetry in row switching such that
the dc voltage drop meanders between rows. These
states appear in dc measurements in the form of fine
branching on theI-V curves. The states have been
visualized by using the low temperature scanning laser
microscopy (LTSLM) [10]. We have also carried out
numerical simulations in which similar dynamic states
are found. The measured two-dimensional arrays consist
of underdamped Nb�Al -AlOx�Nb Josephson junctions
[11]. The junctions are placed at the crossing of the
superconducting striplines that are arranged in either
the square lattice (with four junctions per elementary
cell) or the triangular lattice (with three junctions per
elementary cell). An optical image of a 2D square
array and the equivalent electrical circuit are shown in
Fig. 1. The junction area is9 mm2 and their critical
current density is about1.1 kA�cm2 for the square array,
and 0.1 kA�cm2 for the triangular array, with a typical
spread of junction parameters of about 5%. The square
arrays consist of ten columns by ten rows and have
the cell areaS � 38 mm2. The triangular arrays are
made of twelve columns by twelve rows and have
S � 160 mm2. All arrays are underdamped and typical
values of the McCumber parameter [12]bc at T � 4.2 K
are around 200. The parameterbL characterizing the
influence of self-inductance [6,8] changes frombL � 0.5
for triangular arrays tobL � 2 for square arrays.

The bias currentI is injected uniformly via external re-
sistors. The voltage is read in the direction along the bias,
both across the whole array and across several individual
rows. TheI-V curves are digitally stored while sweeping
of the bias current occurs. TheI-V characteristic of the
square array is shown in Fig. 2. For every bias polarity,
the number of branches is equal to the number of rows
which are at the gap voltage stateVg � 2.7 mV, and the
highest gap voltage corresponds to the sum of gap volt-
ages of the ten rows. By choosing a bias point at a cer-
tain gap voltage, we can select the number of rows which

5354 0031-9007�99�83(25)�5354(4)$15.00 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Optical image and sketch of a 10 3 10 square array.

will be in the resistive state, while the other rows remain
in the superconducting state.

On the hysteretic part of the I-V curves, we have
systematically observed a fine branching around the row
gap voltages [Fig. 3(a)]. The branching has been detected
simply by recording a large number of I-V curves in
the absence of externally applied magnetic field and at a
constant sweep frequency and temperature (T � 4.2 K).
It was always possible to choose a stable dc bias point on
a particular branch. The fine branching of the I-V curves
around the gap voltages was found to be a typical feature
of all studied arrays.

In order to determine the actual distribution of re-
sistive paths in the array, we used the method of LT-
SLM [10]. The LTSLM uses a focused laser beam for
local heating of the sample. The local heating leads
to an additional dissipation in the area of several mi-
crometers in diameter. The laser beam induced vari-
ation of the voltage drop across the whole sample is
recorded versus the beam coordinates. This method
allows one to visualize the junctions that are in the
resistive state. In order to increase the sensitivity and spa-
tial resolution, the intensity of the beam is modulated at
a frequency of several KHz and the voltage response of
the array is the detected phase sensitively by a lock-in
technique.

FIG. 2. Current-voltage characteristics of a 10 3 10 array.

By using the LTSLM, we have systematically imaged
different resistive configurations biased at various fine
resistive branches of the I-V curves. The experimental
procedure is the following: the number n of switched rows
is fixed by biasing the array at voltages V � nVg. Then
LTSLM images of the sample are recorded at a constant
bias current value. Typical images from the square array
are shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(e). The black spots correspond
to the junctions that are in the resistive state. The
junctions that are in the superconducting state do not
appear on the array image. As expected, the images show
that the number of rows which are in the resistive state is
equal to the number n of gap voltages selected by the
bias point. To trap a different resistive configuration,
we always increased the bias current I above I

array
c ,

the array critical current, and then reduced it to the
low level.

Similarly to the experimental results of Ref. [7], we
have found that most of the images show various com-
binations of straight resistive and superconducting rows
[Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. However, the most striking feature
of our measurements is that the resistive lines are not al-
ways straight, but may undergo a meandering towards the

FIG. 3. (a) Enlargement of digitally stored I-V curves in
the region between zero and 4Vg; (b)–(e) LTSLM images of
resistive states of the array at the bias points close to the 4Vg.
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neighboring row involving one of the horizontal junctions
in the resistive state; see Fig. 3(d).

We have found that such a broken symmetry of row
switching systematically appears in all studied arrays.
Moreover, we have observed that the horizontal junctions
switched to the resistive state were distributed randomly
inside the array and have found no tendency for the
meanders to occur at the same places. Thus, we suppose
that the meandering is not predominantly due to any
disorder in the junction parameters. The meandering of
resistive paths is a rare event and its probability does not
exceed 1% per horizontal junction of a single switched
row. Therefore, the observation of deviation of resistive
paths from the straight lines is easier for larger arrays.
We have also observed rare resistive states with two
switched horizontal junctions in one row, as shown in
Fig. 3(e). Sometimes even more complicated distributions
of switched junctions were registered [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)].

In the following, we present numerical simulations of
the dynamics of underdamped arrays. Calculations were
performed using the resistively shunted model for Joseph-
son junctions and the usual analysis for superconductive
loops with only self-inductances taken into account, i.e.,
the Nakajima-Sawada equations [13]. For a discussion of
these equations and the application limits see Refs. [6,8].
The phase configuration of a row switched state was used
as the initial condition for the next run.

We simulated large (10 3 10) and small (2 3 10)
square arrays with various parameter bL between 0.5
and 2. In all cases, the simulations well reproduce the
branching of I-V curves and the meandering character
of the finite voltage paths. Moreover, in order to check
the influence of self-inductance effects the simulation was
carried out for the arrays with a small parameter bL �
0.1. A simulated I-V curve with three different branches
and the corresponding voltage distributions for the 2 3 10
array are shown in Fig. 5. Resistive states with both
single and double meanders have been trapped (Fig. 5).
The appearance of the meandering is qualitatively similar
to the experimental images shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(e).
The simulations have been carried out in the presence of a
finite magnetic field in order to prevent the simultaneous
switching of all the array rows [8]. It leads to the decrease

FIG. 4. LTSLM images of more complicated dynamic states
observed at the bias points close to the 7Vg voltage region.

of the critical current and the appearance of the flux-flow
region where I-V curves are highly nonlinear (Fig. 5).

We have found that, in the absence of disorder, the
probability of the appearance of a meander in two row
array is about 1.8% per horizontal junction. Surprisingly,
in the presence of specially introduced disorder up to
20% the numerical simulations show no increase of the
rate of appearance and no preferred position of the
meanders. Because of this fact, we conclude that
the broken symmetry row switching appears due to an
intrinsic instability of the superconducting state, i.e., a
change of the initial conditions can lead to the appearance
of a different percolative voltage path. The numerical
analysis of the two row array also allows one to find out
some peculiarities of the new dynamic states. When the
junctions switched to the resistive state form a straight
line in the top or bottom row (no meandering), the array
has the highest resistance, Rn��N 1 1� (triangle symbols
in Fig. 5), where N is the total number of cells in the row
and Rn is the normal resistance of one junction. In the
case when the voltage path with one meandering occurs,
the array shows a lower resistance, Rn��N 1 2� (square,
Fig. 5). Now there is one more junction connected in
parallel to the resistive path, with respect to the case of no
meandering. For the same reason, the meanders across
two horizontal junctions correspond to the resistance
Rn��N 1 3� (circle, Fig. 5). The presence of meanders
shifts the array I-V curve to the left and this resistance
scaling explains the experimentally observed fine branch-
ing of the I-V curves.

These dynamic states are stable in a wide range of volt-
ages, i.e., we have not observed direct switching between
branches. This is due to the too large energy necessary
for the junction capacitance recharge in underdamped ar-
rays [12]. So, only switching from the superconducting
state allows one to trap these dynamic states.

Our analysis using the Kirchhoff’s current laws shows
that, in the case of meandering, the dc superconducting
current flows via the horizontal junctions. Moreover, this

FIG. 5. Numerically simulated I-V characteristics of a two
row array and the corresponding voltage paths at g � 0.4. Ic
is the single junction critical current.
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current increases from the row boundary to the cell where
the meandering occurs. This current configuration is dif-
ferent from that without meanders. In the latter case the
horizontal junctions are not active and dc superconducting
current flows only via the vertical junctions.

All these features can be explained, at least quali-
tatively, by the presence of metastable superconducting
states in 2D Josephson arrays. We analyze these states
for a simple case of two plaquettes with five junctions
(Fig. 6). In the absence of the magnetic field, the most
stable superconducting state is the one with all mesh cur-
rents equal to zero. At the bias current I � 2Ic the ver-
tical junctions switch from a superconducting state to a
resistive state with straight resistive rows (dc mesh cur-
rents are still zero) [Fig. 6(a)]. However, this system has
another peculiar state with finite values of mesh currents,
as shown in Fig. 6(b). At I � Ic this system can support
a superconducting state with the Josephson phases of the
horizontal junction and one vertical junction per row be-
ing equal to p�2. The Josephson phases of the remaining
vertical junctions are equal to p . This metastable state
supports finite mesh currents Ic�2 and switches to the dy-
namic (resistive) state with a meander via the horizontal
junction. The mesh currents decrease to the value of Ic�6
and change sign during the switching process, which re-
sults in a stable dynamic state with meandering. Thus,
the dynamic states with meandered dc voltage drop are
“fi ngerprints” of metastable superconducting states with
nonzero mesh currents and active horizontal junctions.
The state appears only when there are at least three junc-
tions per cell and it exists also in the limit of zero lin-
ear self-inductance and zero magnetic field [14]. That
is different from the case of single- and double-junction
SQUIDs, where metastable superconducting states appear

FIG. 6. Sketches of metastable superconducting and resistive
states for a small array with two plaquettes containing three
junctions per cell: (a) mesh currents are equal to zero; (b) mesh
currents are different from zero. Thick solid lines show the
parts of the array switched to resistive states, and the numbers
are the local dc currents normalized to Ic.

only in the limit of large self-inductance [12]. Since the
above discussed metastable state exists in the limit of zero
inductance, the small arrays with few plaquettes can be a
suitable system to observe the effect of macroscopic quan-
tum coherence at low temperatures [12,15].

It appears that also large 2D arrays can provide various
metastable superconducting states that lead to the broken
symmetry in the row switching process. Theoretical and
experimental investigation of these metastable supercon-
ducting states and their dependence on the externally ap-
plied magnetic field are in progress.
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We report on the observation of spatially localized excitations in a ladder of small Josephson junctions.
The excitations are whirling states which persist under a spatially homogeneous force due to the bias
current. These states of the ladder are visualized using a low temperature scanning laser microscopy.
We also compute breather solutions with high accuracy in corresponding model equations. The stability
analysis of these solutions is used to interpret the measured patterns in the I-V characteristics.

PACS numbers: 74.50.+r, 05.45.Yv, 63.20.Ry

The present decade has been marked by an intense theo-
retical research on dynamical localization phenomena in
spatially discrete systems, namely on discrete breathers
(DB). These exact solutions of the underlying equations
of motion are characterized by periodicity in time and lo-
calization in space. Away from the DB center the system
approaches a stable (typically static) equilibrium. (For re-
views, see [1,2]). These solutions are robust to changes
of the equations of motion, and exist in translationally in-
variant systems and any lattice dimension. DBs have been
discussed in connection with a variety of physical systems
such as large molecules, molecular crystals [3], and spin
lattices [4,5].

For a localized excitation such as a DB, the excitation
of plane waves which might carry the energy away from
the DB does not occur due to the spatial discreteness of
the system. The discreteness provides a cutoff for the
wavelength of plane waves and thus allows one to avoid
resonances of all temporal DB harmonics with the plane
waves. The nonlinearity of the equations of motion is
needed to allow for the tuning of the DB frequency [1].

Though the DB concept was initially developed for con-
servative systems, it can be easily extended to dissipative
systems [6]. There, discrete DBs become time-periodic
spatially localized attractors, competing with other (per-
haps nonlocal) attractors in phase space. The characteristic
property of DBs in dissipative systems is that these local-
ized excitations are predicted to persist under the influence
of a spatially homogeneous driving force. This is due to
the fact that the driving force compensates the dissipative
losses of the DB.

So far, research in this field was predominantly theo-
retical. Identifying and analyzing of experimental systems
for the direct observation of DBs thus becomes a very ac-
tual and challenging problem. Experiments on localization
of light propagating in weakly coupled optical waveguides
[7], low-dimensional crystals [8], and anti-ferromagnetic
materials [9] have been recently reported.

In this work we realize the theoretical proposal [10] to
observe DB-like localized excitations in arrays of coupled
Josephson junctions. A Josephson junction is formed be-

tween two superconducting islands. Each island is char-
acterized by a macroscopic wave function C � eiu of the
superconducting state. The dynamics of the junction is de-
scribed by the time evolution of the gauge-invariant phase
difference w � u2 2 u1 2

2p

F0

R
A ? ds between adjacent

islands. Here F0 is the magnetic flux quantum and A is the
vector potential of the external magnetic field (integration
goes from one island to the other one). In the following, we
consider zero magnetic fields A � 0. The mechanical ana-
log of a biased Josephson junction is a damped pendulum
driven by a constant torque. There are two general states in
this system: the first state corresponds to a stable equilib-
rium, and the second one corresponds to a whirling pendu-
lum state. When treated for a chain of coupled pendula, the
DB corresponds to the whirling state of a few adjacent pen-
dula with all other pendula performing oscillations around
their stable equilibria. In an array of Josephson junctions
the nature of the coupling between the junctions is induc-
tive. A localized excitation in such a system corresponds to
a state where one (or several) junctions are in the whirling
(resistive) state, with all other junctions performing small
forced oscillations around their stable equilibria. Accord-
ing to theoretical predictions [11], the amplitude of these
oscillations should decrease exponentially with increasing
distance from the center of the excitation.

We have conducted experiments with ladders consisting
of Nb�Al-AlOx�Nb underdamped Josephson tunnel junc-
tions [12]. We investigated annular ladders (closed in a
ring) as well as straight ladders with open boundaries. The
sketch of an annular ladder is given in Fig. 1. Each cell
contains 4 small Josephson junctions. The size of the hole
between the superconducting electrodes which form the
cell is about 3 3 3 mm2. Here we define vertical junc-
tions (JJV ) as those in the direction of the external bias
current, and horizontal junctions (JJH ) as those transverse
to the bias. Because of fabrication reasons we made the
superconducting electrodes quite broad so that the distance
between two neighboring vertical junctions is 30 mm, as
can be seen in Fig. 3. The ladder voltage is read across
the vertical junctions. According to the Josephson rela-
tion, a junction in a whirling state generates a dc voltage

0031-9007�00�84(4)�745(4)$15.00 © 2000 The American Physical Society 745
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FIG. 1. Schematic view of an annular ladder. Josephson junc-
tions are indicated by crosses (3).

V � 1
2p F0� dw

dt �, where �· · ·� means the time average. In
order to force junctions into the whirling state we used two
different types of bias. The current IB was uniformly in-
jected at every node via thin-film resistors. Another current
Ilocal was applied locally across just one vertical junction.

We studied ladders with different strengths of horizon-
tal and vertical Josephson coupling determined by the
junction areas. The ratio of the junction areas is called
the anisotropy factor and is expressed in terms of the
junction critical currents h � IcH�IcV . If this factor is
equal to zero, vertical junctions will be decoupled and
can operate independently one from another. Measure-
ments have been performed at 4.2 K. The number of
cells N in different ladders varied from 10 to 30. The
discreteness of the ladder is expressed in terms of the
parameter bL � 2pLIcV �F0, where L is the self-induc-
tance of the elementary cell of the ladder. The damp-

ing coefficient a �
q

F0��2pIcCR2
N� is the same for all

junctions as their capacitance C and resistance RN scale
with the area and CH�CV � RNV �RNH � h. The damp-
ing a in the experiment can be controlled by temperature
and its typical values are between 0.1 and 0.02.

We have measured the dc voltage across various verti-
cal junctions as a function of the currents Ilocal and IB.
In order to generate a localized rotating state in a ladder
we started with applying the local current Ilocal . 2IcH 1

IcV . This switches one vertical and the nearest horizontal
junctions into the resistive state. After that Ilocal was re-
duced and, simultaneously, the homogeneous bias IB was
tuned up. In the final state we kept the bias IB constant and
reduced Ilocal to zero. Under these conditions, with a spa-
tially homogeneous bias injection, we observed a spatially
localized rotating state with nonzero dc voltage drops on
just one or a few vertical junctions.

Various measured states of the annular ladder in the cur-
rent-voltage IB-V plane with Ilocal � 0 are presented in
Fig. 2. The voltage V is recorded locally on the same ver-
tical junction which was initially excited by the local cur-
rent injection. The vertical line on the left side corresponds

FIG. 2. Current-voltage IB-V plane for an annular ladder with
the parameters N � 30, h � 0.44, and bL � 2.7. Digits indi-
cate the number of rotating vertical junctions.

to the superconducting (static) state. The rightmost (also
the bottom) curve accounts for the spatially homogeneous
whirling state (all vertical junctions rotate synchronously).
Its nonlinear IB�V � shape is caused by a strong increase of
the normal tunneling current at a voltage of about 2.5 mV
corresponding to the superconducting energy gap. The se-
ries of branches represent various localized states. These
states differ from each other by the number of rotating ver-
tical junctions.

In order to visualize various rotating states in our lad-
ders we used the method of low temperature scanning
laser microscopy [13]. It is based on the mapping of a
sample voltage response as a function of the position of
a focused low-power laser beam on its surface. The laser
beam locally heats the sample and, therefore, introduces an
additional dissipation in the area of a few micrometers
in diameter. Such a dissipative spot is scanned over the
sample and the voltage variation at a given bias current
is recorded as a function of the beam coordinate. The
resistive junctions of the ladder contribute to the voltage
response, while the junctions in the superconducting state
show no response. The power of the laser beam is modu-
lated at a frequency of several kHz and the sample voltage
response is measured using a lock-in technique.

Several examples of the ladder response are shown in
Fig. 3 as 2D gray scale maps. The spatially homogeneous
whirling state is shown in Fig. 3(A). Here all vertical junc-
tions are rotating, but the horizontal ones are not. Fig-
ure 3(B) corresponds to the uppermost branch of Fig. 2.
We observe a localized whirling state expected for a DB,
namely a rotobreather [10]. In this case 2 vertical junc-
tions and 4 horizontal junctions of the DB are rotating,
with all others remaining in the superconducting state. The
same state is shown on an enlarged scale in Fig. 3(C). Fig-
ure 3(D) illustrates another rotobreather found for the next
lower branch of Fig. 2 at which 4 vertical junctions are
in the resistive state. The local current at the beginning
of each experiment is passing through the vertical junc-
tion being the top one on each map. In Fig. 3(E), which
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FIG. 3. Whirling states measured in the annular ladder using
the low temperature scanning laser microscope: (A) spatially
homogeneous whirling state, (B)–(E) various localized states
corresponding to discrete breathers.

accounts for one of the lowest branches, we find an even
broader localized state. Simultaneously, on the opposite
side of the ring we observe another DB excited sponta-
neously (without any local current). An interesting fact is
that in experiments with open boundary ladders (not closed
in a ring) we also detected DBs with even or odd numbers
of whirling vertical junctions.

Various states shown in Fig. 3 account for different
branches in the IB-V plane in Fig. 2. Each resistive con-
figuration is found to be stable along its particular branch.
On a given branch the damping of the junctions in the
rotating state is compensated by the driving force of the
bias current IB. The transitions between the branches
are discontinuous in voltage. In Fig. 2, we see that all
branches of localized states lose their stability at a volt-
age of about 1.4 mV. Furthermore, as indicated in the
inset on Fig. 2, a peculiar switching occurs: upon low-
ering the bias current IB the system switches to a larger
voltage. According to our laser microscope observations,
the lower the branch in Fig. 2, the larger the number M
of resistive vertical junctions. The slope of these branches
is dV�dIB � MRNV ��M 1 h�, thus the branches become
very close to each other for large M. The fact that the volt-
age at the onset of instability is independent of the size of
the DB, indicates that the instability is essentially local in
space and occurs at the border between the resistive and
nonresistive junctions.

The occurrence of DBs is inherent to our system. We
have also found various localized states to arise without
any local current. Namely, when biasing the ladder by the
homogeneous current IB slightly below NIcV , we some-

times observed the system switching to a spatially inho-
mogeneous state, similar to that shown in Fig. 3(E).

To interpret the experimental observations, we analyze
the equations of motion for our ladders (see [11] for de-
tails). Denote by w

y
l , wh

l , w̃h
l the phase differences across

the lth vertical junction and its right upper and lower hor-
izontal neighbors. Using =wl � wl11 2 wl and Dwl �
wl11 1 wl21 2 2wl , the Josephson equations yield

ẅy
l 1 a �wy

l 1 sinwy
l � g 2

1
bL

�2Dwy
l 1 =w̃

h
l21

2 =w
h
l21� , (1)

ẅ
h
l 1 a �wh

l 1 sinw
h
l � 2

1
hbL

�wh
l 2 w̃

h
l 1 =wy

l � , (2)

¨̃wh
l 1 a �̃w

h
l 1 sinw̃

h
l �

1
hbL

�wh
l 2 w̃

h
l 1 =wy

l � . (3)

Here g � IB��NIcV �. First, we compute the dispersion
relation for Josephson plasmons w ~ ei�ql2vt� at a � 0 in
the ground state (no resistive junctions). We obtain three
branches: one degenerated with v � 1 (horizontal junc-
tions excited in phase), the second one below v � 1 with
weak dispersion (mainly vertical junctions excited), and fi-
nally the third branch with the strongest dispersion above
the first two branches (mainly horizontal junctions excited
out of phase), cf. the inset in Fig. 4. The region of experi-
mentally observed DB stability is also shown. Note, that
for DBs with symmetry between the upper and lower hor-
izontal junctions the voltage drop on the horizontal junc-
tions is half the drop across the vertical ones. This causes
the characteristic frequency of the DB to be 2 times smaller
than the value expected from the measured voltage drop on
the vertical junctions [11].

In order to compare experimental results of Fig. 2 to the
model given by Eqs. (1)–(3), we have integrated the latter
equations numerically. We also find localized DB solu-
tions, in particular solutions similar to the ones reported in
previous numerical studies [11]. These solutions are gen-
erated with using initial conditions when M vertical junc-
tions of the resistive cluster (cf. Fig. 3) have w � 0 and
�w � 2V0 and the horizontal junctions adjacent to the ver-
tical resistive cluster have w � 0 and �w � V0, while all
other phase space variables are set to zero. The obtained
IB-V curves are shown in Fig. 4. The superconducting gap
structure and the nonlinearity of slopes are not reproduced
in the simulations, as we use a voltage independent dissi-
pation constant a in (1)–(3). We find several instability
windows of DB solutions, separating stable parts of the
IB-V characteristics.

In addition to direct numerical calculation of IB-V
curves, we have also computed numerically exact DB
solutions of (1)–(3) by using a generalized Newton map
[1]. We have studied the linear stability of the obtained
DB [1] by solving the associated eigenvalue problem.
The spatial profile of the eigenmode which drives the
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FIG. 4. IB-V characteristics for numerically obtained breather
states with 2, 4, 6, and 8 whirling vertical junctions. The inset
shows the dispersion relation of an annular ladder with g � 0.3,
a � 0.07, N � 30, h � 0.44, and bL � 2.7.

instability (associated with the edges of the instability
windows in Fig. 4) is localized on the DB, more precisely
on the edges of the resistive domain. This is in accord
with the experimental observation (Fig. 3) where several
independent DBs can be excited in the system.

The DB states turn to be either invariant under w
h
l $

w̃
h
l transformation or not. Both such solutions have been

obtained numerically. To understand this, we consider
the equations of motion (1)–(3) in the limit h ! 0 and
look for time-periodic localized solutions. In this limit the
brackets on the right-hand side of (2) and (3) vanish, and
vertical junctions decouple from each other. Let us then
choose one vertical junction with l � 0 to be in a resistive
state and all the others to be in the superconducting state.
To satisfy periodicity in the horizontal junction dynamics
we arrive at the condition

wh
0 �

1
k

wy
0 , w̃h

0 � 2
k 2 1

k
wy

0

or

wh
0 �

k 2 1
k

wy
0 , w̃h

0 � 2
1
k

wy
0 (4)

and a similar set of choices for w
h
21, w̃h

21, with all other
horizontal phase differences set to zero. Here k is an ar-
bitrary positive integer. Continuation to nonzero h values
should be possible [6]. The symmetric DBs in Fig. 3 cor-
respond to k � 2. The mentioned asymmetric DBs cor-
respond to k � 1. The current-voltage characteristics for
asymmetric k � 1 DBs show a different behavior from
that discussed above. These DBs are stable down to very
small current values, and simply disappear upon further
lowering of the current, so that the system switches from

a state with finite voltage drop to a pure superconducting
state with zero voltage drop.

The observed DB states are clearly different for the
well-known row switching effect in 2D Josephson junction
arrays. The DBs demonstrate localization transverse to the
bias current (driving force), whereas the switched states of
noninteracting junction rows are localized along the cur-
rent. At the same time, DB states inherent to Josephson
ladders are closely linked to the recently discovered mean-
dering effect in 2D arrays [14].

In summary, we have experimentally detected various
types of rotobreathers in Josephson ladders and visualized
them with the help of laser microscopy. Our experiments
show that DBs in Josephson ladders may occupy several
lattice sites and that the number of occupied sites may in-
crease at specific instability points. The possibility of ex-
citing DBs spontaneously, without using any local force,
demonstrates their inherent character. The observed DBs
are stable in a wide frequency range. Numerical calcula-
tions confirm the reported interpretation and allow for a
detailed study of the observed instabilities.

Note added.—After this work was completed we be-
came aware of the experiment [15] which detected 1- and
2-site rotobreathers by using several voltage probes across
a ladder. We note that our method allows for direct visual
observation of any multisite breathers.
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Diversity of discrete breathers observed in a Josephson ladder
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We generate and observe discrete rotobreathers in Josephson junction ladders with open boundaries. Roto-
breathers are localized excitations that persist under the action of a spatially uniform force. We find a rich
variety of stable dynamic states including pure symmetric, pure asymmetric, and mixed states. The parameter
range where the discrete breathers are observed in our experiment is limited by retrapping due to dissipation.

PACS number~s!: 05.45.Yv, 63.20.Ry, 74.50.1r

Nonlinearity and lattice discreteness lead to a generic
class of excitations that are spatially localized on a scale
comparable to the lattice constant. These excitations, also
known asdiscrete breathers, have recently attracted much
interest in the theory of nonlinear lattices@1–3#. It is be-
lieved that discrete breathers might play an important role in
the dynamics of various physical systems consisting of
coupled nonlinear oscillators. It has even been said that for
discrete nonlinear systems breathers might be as important as
are solitons for continuous nonlinear media.

There have been several recent experiments that reported
on generation and detection of discrete breathers in diverse
systems. These are low-dimensional crystals@4#, antiferro-
magnetic materials@5#, coupled optical waveguides@6#, and
Josephson junction arrays@7,8#. By using the method of low-
temperature scanning laser microscopy, we have recently re-
ported direct visualization of discrete breathers@8#. In this
paper we present measurements of localized modes in Jo-
sephson ladders. Using the same method as in our first ex-
periment, we study an even more tightly coupled lattice of
Josephson junctions and observe a rich diversity of localized
excitations that persist under the action of a spatially uniform
force.

A biased Josephson junction behaves very similarly to its
mechanical analog, which is a forced and damped pendulum.
An electric bias current flowing across the junction is analo-
gous to a torque applied to the pendulum. The maximum
torque that the pendulum can sustain and remain static cor-
responds to the critical currentI c of the junction. For low
damping and bias belowI c , the junction allows for two
states: the superconducting~static! state and the resistive~ro-
tating! state. The phase differencew of the macroscopic
wave functions of the superconducting islands on both sides
of the junction plays the role of the angle coordinate of the
pendulum. According to the Josephson relation, a junction in
a rotating state generates dc voltageV5(1/2p)F0^dw/dt&,
where ^•••& is the time average. By connecting many Jo-
sephson junctions with superconducting leads one gets an
array of coupled nonlinear oscillators.

We perform experiments with a particular type of Joseph-
son junction array called the Josephson ladder. Theoretical
studies@9–11# of these systems have predicted the existence
of spatially localized excitations called rotobreathers. Roto-
breathers are 2p-periodic solutions in time that are exponen-
tially localized in space.

Measurements are performed on linear ladders~with open
boundaries! consisting of Nb/Al-AlOx /Nb underdamped Jo-
sephson tunnel junctions@12#. An optical image@Fig. 1~a!#
shows a linear ladder that is schematically sketched in Fig.
1~b!. Each cell contains four small Josephson junctions. The
size of the hole between the superconducting electrodes that
form the cell is about 333 mm2. The distance between the
Josephson junctions is about 24mm. The number of cellsN
in the ladder is 10. Measurements presented in this paper
have been performed at 5.2 K. The bias currentI B was uni-
formly injected at every node via thin-film resistorsRB532
V. Here we definevertical junctions (JJV) as those in the
direction of the external bias current, andhorizontal junc-
tions (JJH) as those transverse to the bias. The ladder voltage
was read across the central vertical junction. The damping
coefficient a5AF0 /(2pI cCRsg

2 ) is the same for all junc-
tions as their capacitanceC and subgap resistanceRsg scale

FIG. 1. Optical~a! and schematic~b! view of a linear ladder.~c!
Spatially homogeneous whirling state measured by the laser scan-
ning technique.
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with the area andCH /CV5RsgV/RsgH. The dampinga in
the experiment can be controlled by temperature and its typi-
cal values vary between 0.1 and 0.02.

There are two types of coupling between cells in a ladder.
The first is the inductive coupling between the cells that is
expressed by the self-inductance parameterbL
52pLI cV /F0, whereL is the self-inductance of the elemen-
tary cell. The second is the nonlinear Josephson coupling via
horizontal junctions. The ratio of the horizontal and vertical
junction areas is called the anisotropy factor and can be ex-
pressed in terms of the junction critical currentsh
5I cH /I cV . If this factor is equal to zero, the vertical junc-
tions are decoupled and operate independently from one an-
other. On the other hand, if this factor goes to infinity the
ladder behaves like a parallel one-dimensional array and no
rotobreather can exist since no magnetic flux can enter
through the horizontal junctions. Thus, it is an important
challenge to increase the anisotropy as far as possible. In this
work we present measurements for the highest anisotropy
factor (h50.56) studied up to now to our knowledge. In
contradiction to the existing theoretical prediction@11# for
this anisotropy value, in the studied parameter range with
moderate dissipation we find a rich diversity of localized
excitations.

To briefly introduce the role of the parameters we quote
the equations of motion for our system~see Ref.@10# for
details!:

ẅ l
V1aẇ l

V1sinw l
V5g2

1

bL
~2Dw l

V1¹w̃ l 21
H 2¹w l 21

H !,

~1!

ẅ l
H1aẇ l

H1sinw l
H52

1

hbL
~w l

H2w̃ l
H1¹w l

V!, ~2!

ẅ̃ l
H1aẇ̃ l

H1sinw̃ l
H5

1

hbL
~w l

H2w̃ l
H1¹w l

V!, ~3!

wherew l
V ,w l

H , and w̃ l
H are the phase differences across the

l th vertical junction and its right upper and lower horizontal
neighbors,¹w l5w l 112w l , Dw l5w l 111w l 2122w l , and
g5I B /I cV is the normalized bias current.

In order to generate a discrete breather in a ladder we
used the technique described in Ref.@8#. We used two extra
bias leads for the middle vertical Josephson junction@cf.Fig.
1~b!# to apply a local currentI local.I cV . This current
switches the vertical junction into the resistive state. At the
same time, forced by magnetic flux conservation, one or two
horizontal junctions on both sides of the vertical junction
also switch to the resistive state. After thatI local is reduced
and, simultaneously, the uniform biasI B is tuned up. In the
final state, we keep the biasI B smaller thanI cV and have
reducedI local to zero. By changing the starting value ofI local
it is possible to get more than one vertical junction rotating.
When trying the slightly different current sweep sequence
described in Ref.@7# we generated mainly states with many
rotating vertical junctions.

In all measurements presented below, we have measured
the dc voltage across the middle vertical junction as a func-
tion of the homogeneous bias currentI B . We used the

method of low-temperature scanning laser microscopy@13#
to obtain electrical images from the dynamic states of the
ladder. The laser beam locally heats the sample and changes
the dissipation in an area of several micrometers in diameter.
If the junction at the heated spot is in the resistive state, a
voltage change will be measured. By scanning the laser
beam over the whole ladder we can visualize the rotating
junctions.

Various measured ladder states are shown in Fig. 2 as
two-dimensional gray scale maps. The gray scale corre-
sponds to the measured voltage response during the laser
scanning. In Fig. 2~a! we present the simplest of observed
states, anasymmetricsingle-site rotobreather, where one ver-
tical Josephson junction and the upper adjacent horizontal
Josephson junctions are in the resistive state. On the right
side of the plot we show the corresponding schematic view
with arrows marking the rotating junctions. In the case of
Fig. 2~b! two vertical junctions and two horizontal junctions
are rotating that corresponds to an asymmetric two-site
breather. An asymmetric three-site breather and an asymmet-

FIG. 2. Various localized states~discrete rotobreathers! mea-
sured by the low-temperature scanning laser microscope:~a!–~d!
asymmetric rotobreathers;~e!–~h! symmetric rotobreathers. Region
M is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!.
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ric four-site breather are shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, re-
spectively. Here, the voltages of the whirling horizontal and
vertical junctions are equal due to magnetic flux conserva-
tion. The magnetic flux enters the ladder through one hori-
zontal junction, goes through the vertical ones, and leaves
the ladder through another horizontal junction. When a
single magnetic flux quantum passes through a Josephson
junction its phasew changes by 2p. In contrast to our pre-
vious measurements of an annular ladder@8#, here in ladders
with open boundaries we observe asymmetric breathers as
frequently as symmetric breathers. TheI B-V characteristics
of these localized states are presented in Fig. 3~a!. Particular
states indicated on the plot are stable along the measured
curves. The more junctions are whirling, the higher is the
measured resistance.

Another type of discrete breather observed in our experi-
ment is shown in Figs. 2~e!–~h!. Figure 2~e! illustrates a
symmetricsingle-site breather with one vertical and all four
adjacent horizontal junctions in the resistive state. Though
we call this state symmetric, the upper and lower horizontal
junctions may in general have different voltages. The sim-
plest voltage-symmetric case would be when each horizontal
junction voltage is equal to half of the voltage of the whirling

vertical junction@8#. We also observed a variety of multisite
breathers of this type. A two-site, a three-site, and a four-site
breather are shown in Figs. 2~f!, 2~g!, and 2~h!, respectively.
The correspondingI B-V characteristics over the stability
range of symmetric breathers are presented in Fig. 3~b!.

As mentioned above, Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! show theI B-V
characteristics withI local50 of asymmetric and symmetric
rotobreathers, respectively. The voltageV is always recorded
locally on the middle vertical junction, which was initially
excited by the local current injection. The vertical line on the
left side corresponds to the superconducting~static! state.
The rightmost~also the bottom! curve accounts for the spa-
tially uniform whirling state~all vertical junctions rotate syn-
chronously and horizontal junctions are not rotating!. An
electrical image of this state is shown in Fig. 1~c!. The upper
branches in Fig. 3 represent various localized states. The
uppermost branch corresponds to a single-site breather, the
next lower branch to a two-site breather, and so on.

It is easy to show that the voltageVr at which the vertical
and horizontal junctions switch back to the superconducting
state is the same. By usingRsgV/RsgH5h andI cH /I cV5h we
get with I r}I c that Vr5RsgVI rV5RsgHI rH . For the uniform
state we observedVr'0.6 mV. At about the same voltage,
the whirling horizontal and vertical junctions for the asym-
metric breather are retrapped to the static state as can be seen
in Fig. 3~a!. The symmetric breathers show different behav-
ior. AssumingVH'VV/2, we can expect that at the voltage
V52Vr'1.2 mV the horizontal junctions should already be
trapped into the superconducting state. But if the voltages of
the top and bottom horizontal junctions are not equal while
I B is decreased, the retrapping current in the junction with
the lower voltage is reached earlier and the retrapping occurs
at a higher measured voltage.

We found that in order to explain the retrapping current of
the breather states the bias resistorsRB have to be taken into
account. Initially, these resistors were designed to provide a
uniform bias current distribution in the ladder. Assuming that
the Josephson junctions in the superconducting state are just
short circuits, we get the electric circuits that are shown as
insets in Fig. 4. The total current injected in the breather
region is calculated by using the resistanceRof vertical junc-
tions measured in the spatially uniform state. Thus we derive
the retrapping current as

~N11!I B5F ~N2M11!

~11d!RB
1

~N11!@M1~22d!h#

MR GV,

~4!

whereM is the number of whirling vertical junctions. The
parameterd is equal to 0 for asymmetric breathers and to 1
for symmetric breathers. The calculated retrapping current is
compared with the experiment in Fig. 4. For the asymmetric
breathers the agreement is fairly good. We believe that the
larger discrepancy for the symmetric breathers is due to the
assumptionVH5VV/2 that we imposed in the derivation of
the retrapping current.

One interesting feature in our experiment is the dynamical
behavior of the local states in the linear ladder, which differs
from the previous observations in the annular ladder@8# with
the anisotropy parameterh50.44. In Fig. 5 this feature is
illustrated for three-site breathers. After the creation of a

FIG. 3. I B-V characteristics for asymmetric~a! and symmetric
~b! breathers in a ladder with the parametersN510, I cV5320 mA,
h50.56, andbL54.3. The gray region indicates the frequency
range of the upper plasmon band.vp is the plasma frequency.
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symmetric rotobreather~middle curve! we lower the uniform
bias currentI B until the retrapping current of one of the
horizontal junctions at each side is reached. Here we observe
switching to the corresponding asymmetric three-site roto-
breather state. By further lowering of the bias current we get
to the point where both the vertical and the horizontal junc-
tions reach their retrapping currents and the whole ladder
goes into the superconducting state. If, instead of lowering
the bias current, we start increasing it, another switching
point is observed where the previous symmetric breather
state is recovered. In contrast to this behavior, in the annular
ladder @8# the observed lower instability of the symmetric
breather led to anincreaseof voltage@14#.

In addition to the simplest hierarchic states described
above we also found a large variety of more complex local-
ized dynamic states. Some examples are presented in Fig. 6.
Figures 6~a!–6~c! are sections from the middle region~M!
@cf. Fig. 1~b!# of the measured linear ladder. Figure 6~a!
shows an asymmetric six-site breather with top and bottom
horizontal junctions whirling on its sides. Figure 6~b! illus-
trates a three-site rotobreather that is symmetric on one side
and asymmetric on the other. Another very peculiar localized

state is presented in Fig. 6~c!. The rightmost vertical junction
is rotating with a lower frequency than the other four vertical
junctions on the left. This can be understood from the ap-
pearance of an extra rotating horizontal junction in the inte-
rior of this state. We can interpret it as a four-site breather
coupled to a single-site breather. All these localized states
would be topologically forbidden in the case of an annular
ladder, as the magnetic flux inside the superconducting cir-
cuit should not accumulate, but they are not forbidden in a
ladder with open boundaries. The last two pictures 6~d! and
6~e! are taken near the border of the ladder. We find here
truncated asymmetric and symmetric six-site breathers. The
marginal vertical junction does not require any horizontal
junctions to rotate.

FIG. 4. The retrapping current measured~points! and calculated
~line! by Eq.~4! for the asymmetric~a! (V5Vr) and the symmetric
~b! (V52Vr) rotobreathers. The insets show the reduced electric
circuits for each case.

FIG. 5. I B-V characteristics of three-site breathers.

FIG. 6. More complex nonuniform states measured in the
middle ~M! and on the border~B! regions of the ladder.
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In summary, we have presented observations of a large
variety of spatially localized dynamic rotobreather states in
Josephson ladders with open boundaries. These states can be
excited by local current injection and supported by a uniform
current bias. We observe both the symmetric and asymmetric
rotobreather states predicted in Ref.@11#, as well as more
complex mixed states. We believe that the region of exis-
tence and stability of rotobreathers depends sensitively on

dissipation, discreteness, and the anisotropy parameter of the
ladder.
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